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Choosing or designing the perfect country western wedding invitations can be an exciting part of
your wedding planning.

Your invitations will give guests their first impression of your wedding. Western wedding invitations
will immediately let your guests know what to expect on the big day. When planning a themed
wedding, choices might seem limited. This doesn't mean you should choose the first western
invitation design you stumble across. Choosing the right wording, colors and presentation will create
an invitation that you will treasure and save for years to come.

Choosing a Tone for Your Western Wedding Invitations .

There is more than one kind of western wedding. Some are fun, lighthearted and casual. Other
couples might choose a more formal affair, focusing more on the romantics of desert flowers and
prairies rather than cowboy hats. Keep in mind that your western wedding invitation wording and
design will let the guests know how to dress, what to expect and how to behave at your wedding.
Don't choose an invitation that doesn't stay consistent with your ceremony and celebration.

Colors, Backgrounds and Shapes for Western Wedding Invitations

Plain Creams, tans, or other earth tones make decent choices for a western wedding theme.
Couples can also design their invitations to look like an open desert, a piece of faded parchment, or
ranch landscape.

Couples seeking something less ordinary or more fun might want to experiment with the shape of
their invitations. Consider cutting invitations into the shape of a cactus or a horseshoe. Do-it-yourself
wedding planners can even forgo paper invitations altogether. Instead write the western wedding
invitation wording on country western-style bandannas.

Symbols to Consider When Designing Western Wedding Invitations

Certain objects or symbols will immediately trigger memories and thoughts of the country western
lifestyle. Try incorporating some of these in your invitations to liven them up. If you are searching
through online invitation shops, these words could be used in the search bar to find the perfect
western invitations.

Ropes

Fences

Horses

Saddles

Prairies

Wildflowers

Cowboys and cowgirls
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Boots and spurs

Western Wedding Invitation Wording

A country western invitation doesn't need to have special wording, but many couples will choose to
have fun with the way they tell their guests about their upcoming day. One idea could be to word the
invitation like a wanted a poster. You can also refer to your guests as "partner," and invite them to a
"rowdy hoedown" to celebrate you and your spouse "gettin' hitched." Don't forget to mention the
appropriate attire for your guests, especially if you want them to show up matching your theme. End
the invitation with a romantic quote from an old western poem or your favorite country song.
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Amanda Alison - About Author:
Thanks for reading my article on the subject of a Wedding Invitations. Know more about a wedding
invites and a wedding stationeryfrom www.invitationsok.co.uk.
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